Durante elúltimo par de años hemos llevado a cabo observaciones CCD a largo plazo de cúmulos abiertos y asociaciones con el objetivo principal de detectar y estudiar estrellas pulsantes. Un producto secundario de este proyecto es una colección variada de fotometría multicolor de las binarias compactas más interesantes que presentan señales de actividad, o sea, períodos variables y curvas de luz fuertemente variables. Esta presentación ilustra el proyecto y se concentra en curiosas especies de binarias en interacción en NGC 6231.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last couple of years we carried out longterm CCD monitoring of open clusters and associations with as principal goal the detection and study of pulsating stars (in particular β Cephei and δ Scuti stars, but also Be stars). A by-product of this project is the serendipitous collection of multicolour photometry of most interesting compact binaries which show signs of activity, viz. variable periods and stronglyvariable light curves.
The Scorpius Centaurus association is the OB association nearest to the Sun (200 pc), a richly populated star-forming region that extends from Scorpius to Crux. It contains several open clusters, among which the nearby clusters Trumpler 24 and NGC 6231. A search for variables in Tr 24 was undertaken by R.E. Mennickent and C. Sterken, and led to the discovery of 21 new variable stars, including 3 eclipsing binaries (see Fu et al. 2003a Fu et al. , 2003b .
• 50 ) is one of the youngest galactic open clusters, located in the nucleus of association Sco OB1. In an ongoing effort to map and study the variability in NGC 6231, Sterken et al. (2002) presented new results based on CCD time-series data which were obtained at ESO during multiple observing campaigns at the Danish 1.54-m telescope (Strömgren uvby system).
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MONITORED BINARIES IN NGC 6231
We use the identifications of Sung et al. (1998) . SBL 574 [Se230] (V = 12.46) and SBL 314 (V = 9.29) are two new eclipsing binary systems. SBL 521 [Se232;SAAO040] (V = 9.71) was observed first by Balona and Engelbrecht (1985) but no orbital parameters were derived. We observed a descending branch in July 2000 and a rising branch in March 2001. Struve (1944) was the first who suspected the binarity of SBL 505 [Se224;SAAO100] (V = 8.23), and Hill et al. (1974) made the first estimation of the period P = 2.446 ± 0.005 days. Garcia and Mermilliod (2001) , on the basis of spectroscopic observations, found a period of 2.45 d. SBL 505 was classified by Levato and Morrell (1983) as an O9 IV binary, but recently it was shown to be a O9 III + B1 III by Sana et al. (2003) . The period P = 2.44070 d obtained by these authors, however, leads to a better fit (see Figure 1) . SBL 505 is the second known SB2 eclipsing binary of NGC 6231.
The observations in the Strömgren b and y filters almost fully cover all phases, and are the first available complete light curves of this detached but relatively close system. The light curves obtained in these four bands vividly indicate signs of activity, viz. strong cycle-to-cycle variability and possibly a variable period. STERKEN & BOUZID 
